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INTRODUCTION

• RYGB patients have complex anatomy.

• Treatment of Upper GI bleeding and approaching 
the excluded stomach is challenging in this 
population of patients.

• Trans-gastric stenting creates an accessory 
pathway to the excluded stomach for further bleed 
assessment.

CASE PRESENTATION 

• 58 Y/O female patient.

• S/P Roux-en-Y bypass surgery in 2004.

• Had fibular fracture 2 weeks prior to presentation 
and was given NSAIDS for pain management. 

• Presented to the hospital with melena and anemia 
(Hb nadir of 5.7) (Figure 1 showing HB level 
trends).

• Had EGD and colonoscopy both were negative for 
bleeding. 

• EUS was done to visualize the excluded stomach 
which showed very large clot burden in the 
excluded stomach (figure 2).

• Ultrasound guided gastro-gastric lumen apposing 
metal stent (LAMS) was placed (Figure 3).

• Large burden of clot was removed from the 
stomach and duodenum via LAMS (Figure 4).

• Deep ulcer with clot and active bleeding was 
identified in the posterior wall of the duodenum 
(figure 5).

• Bipolar cautery and epinephrin injection both 
failed to achieve hemostasis.

• Over the scope clip was considered but due to 
immature gastrogastric fistula, it was elected to 
use hemostatic powder application (figure 6).

• LAMS was left for further interventions .

• Repeat EGD was done after 3 days, excluded 
stomach was accessed threw previously placed 
LAMS and revealed normal mucosa. 

• 6 weeks later the patient had a follow up EGD, 
LAMS was removed, and fistula site was closed 
with argon plasma resurfacing and suture.
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• Bleeding source identification is challenging in 
RYGB patients specially if it was in the stomach or 
the duodenum. 

• We should always consider accessing the excluded 
stomach and the duodenum if no obvious source of 
bleeding was identified via EGD, colonoscopy, 
enteroscopy or angiogram.

• The LAMS used in this patient to access the 
excluded stomach is used here as “off-label use”.
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